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Introduction

This document serves as the User Manual for using the Subset Sync functionality. Illustrated within this user guide are the instructions for understanding the Subset Sync interface. In previous versions of Gold Client, this functionality was known as ‘Connector’.

Gold Client gives you the ability to export data from an ERP system and automatically trigger the data export from connected systems such as CRM and SRM. The export can also be initiated from a connected system such as CRM and SRM, and automatically trigger the data export in the ERP system (in other words, the export connection is operational in either direction). This functionality must leverage RFC destinations.
RFC Destination

The Subset Sync functionality uses an RFC Destination to submit the export on the connecting system. An existing RFC Destination can be used or a new one can be created specifically for Gold Client Subset Sync jobs. This is an example of an RFC Destination from transaction SM59 (Fig 1.0).

![RFC Destination](image)

The User settings should be setup as a communication user on the connecting system. If the Current User option is used instead, exports in the background will fail. Submitting exports in the foreground (which can only be done via Export Control) would require the user to log in to the connecting system.

The User ID will require access to execute Gold Client functions on the connecting system.
Subset Sync Configuration

Prior to utilizing the Subset Sync functionality, some Gold Client configuration setup may be required. It may also be necessary to maintain the configuration details from time to time.

To create or maintain the configuration that the Subset Sync functionality requires, take the following steps:

1. Go to the main Gold Client screen via transaction code ZGOLD
2. Select the 'Configuration' button located in the lower right-hand corner; the Gold Client Setup Utility screen should appear
3. Open folders Configuration > Framework, and then select Data Echo (Fig. 1.1); the Gold Client Data Framework screen should appear

![Gold Client Setup Utility](image)

4. Open the Data Type in which the Subset Sync needs to be configured and select the 'Subset Sync' maintenance view; in this example SD – CUSTOMER MASTER is used (Fig 1.2). The configuration details will then appear in the sub-screen on the right-hand side (Fig. 1.3).

![Data Type Sub-screen](image)
5. Convert the screen to change mode and add new entries or make changes to existing entries as needed; when complete, save your work and exit the Data Echo Framework

The following fields comprise the Subset Sync configuration:

**Active** – This checkbox can be selected when this Subset Sync config object should be set as the default. The value of checking a Subset Sync config object as ‘active’ is that when exporting data for the given data type, a Subset Sync export in the connected system will occur automatically. At the time of export, the user still has the flexibility to execute an export without using Subset Sync (for those times when an exception is necessary).  
*Note: this option became available in Gold Client release 8.2*

**Dest.** (Destination) – The RFC destination that Gold Client will use to connect for exporting the related data. A dropdown list is available that will display all available RFC destinations from transaction SM59; this is a required field.

**Hdr Tab** (Header Table) – The header table of the datatype selected; this is a required field.

**Field** – Table field from the defined header table which contains the data object value that will be passed to the connecting system for export. The first field is required whereas the remaining four field entries are optional.

**Data Type** – The data type on the connecting system that will be used for the Subset Sync export. If the dropdown list is used, the RFC destination defined in the Dest. Field will be used to show all available data types on the connecting system; this is a required field.

**Field** – Table field from the header table of the Data Type on the connecting system. If the dropdown list is used, the RFC destination defined in the Dest. Field will be used to show all available fields on the connecting system based on the Data Type selected. The first field is required whereas the remaining four field entries are optional.
In this SD – CUSTOMER MASTER example (Fig. 1.4), the Active box is selected and so any exports of this data type will automatically initiate the export in the connected system. “CR7_800” is the RFC destination used to connect to this CRM system; table “KNA1” is the header table for data type SD – CUSTOMER MASTER; “KUNNR” is a field from table KNA1 that will be used to pass data to the CRM system; “CA – BUSINESS PARTNERS” is the data type recipient in the CRM system; “PARTNER” is a field from the CA – BUSINESS PARTNERS data type from header table BUT000.

Based on this configuration an export initiated in the ERP system using data type SD – CUSTOMER MASTER will pass the Customer Number values captured from table KNA1 and field KUNNR to the CRM system defined in RFC destination CR7_800. An export will be generated on this CRM system using data type CA – BUSINESS PARTNERS matching the values of table KNA1 and field KUNNR with values of table BUT000 and field PARTNER.

![Figure 1.4](image-url)
Exports Using Subset Sync

To utilize the Subset Sync feature during a Gold Client export, consider the following scenarios:

- If there is a need to **always** initiate a Subset Sync export for a given data type, the Subset Sync configuration **shouldbesetas'Active'** and then no further actions are required when exporting – the Subset Sync export will be programmatically initiated.
- If there is a need to **typically** initiate a Subset Sync export for a given data type, the Subset Sync configuration **shouldbesetas'Active'** but then at the time of initiating the export, the Subset Sync button can be selected and the setting can be **inactivated** for the given export (however deselecting it here has no bearing on the actual Subset Sync config).
- If there is a need to **occasionally** initiate a Subset Sync export for a given data type, the Subset Sync configuration **shouldnotbesetas'Active'** and then at the time of initiating the export, the Subset Sync button can be selected and the setting can be **activated** for the given export (however selecting it here has no bearing on the actual Subset Sync config).

The Subset Sync feature is available from both the Export Control and Data Snap screens (Fig. 1.5 and 1.6).
**Subset Sync via Export Control**
To initiate an export from the Export Control screen where Subset Sync functionality is relevant, do the following:

1. Go to the main Gold Client screen via transaction code ZGOLD
2. Select the ‘Export Control’ button
3. Click on an Export ID
4. Select the Subset Sync button located on the toolbar (Fig 1.7); variables here may generate different results:
   a. A child window appears with those data types that have been configured to use Subset Sync which are relevant to the selected Export ID
      i. Figure 1.71 shows this window where the ‘Select’ checkbox reflects the Subset Sync configuration as being ‘active’
      ii. Figure 1.72 shows this window where the ‘Select’ checkbox reflects the Subset Sync configuration as being ‘inactive’
   b. If the data types associated with the selected Export ID are not configured for Subset Sync, this message appears instead (Fig 1.73)
5. Select or deselect which Subset Sync exports need to be executed on the connected targets, and click ‘Accept’
6. Proceed with the data export as usual by either executing it in foreground or scheduling it as a background job
   a. If a Subset Sync export is initiated in foreground, a child window appears requiring the entry of a job name for the export that will be used in the “destination” system (Fig 1.74)
   b. If a Subset Sync export is initiated in background, a child window appears requiring the entry of a job name for the export; optionally, a job name can also be entered which will be used in the “destination” system (Fig 1.75); however if this field is left blank, the job name used in the “source” system is leveraged with the concatenation of “AU-SYNC_” at the front of the job name as a way of signifying that this export was executed via Subset Sync (Fig 1.76).
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Subset Sync Exports run as background jobs on the remote system...

Figure 1.72

Export does not contain Data Types configured for Subset Sync.
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Figure 1.75

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job</th>
<th>Job Created</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV SYNC TEST #1</td>
<td>SGEORGE</td>
<td>Finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-SYNC_ADV SYNC TEST #1</td>
<td>SGEORGE</td>
<td>Finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.76
Since Gold Client release version 8.2, there is a new column in the Export Control dashboard named “Subset” which uses a light bulb indicator to show whether Subset Sync is active (Fig 1.77) or not for a given data type (Fig 1.78).

![Figure 1.77](image1)

![Figure 1.78](image2)
**Subset Sync via Data Snap**

To initiate an export from the Data Snap screen where Subset Sync functionality is relevant, do the following:

1. Go to the main Gold Client screen via transaction code ZGOLD
2. Select the `Data Snap` button
3. Select a Data Type and `Execute`
4. Insert an Export Description and the selected data criteria
5. Select the Subset Sync button located on the toolbar (Fig 1.8); variables here may generate different results:
   a. A child window appears if the chosen data type has been configured to use Subset Sync
      i. Figure 1.71 shows this window where the `Select` checkbox reflects the Subset Sync configuration as being `active`
      ii. Figure 1.72 shows this window where the `Select` checkbox reflects the Subset Sync configuration as being `inactive`
   b. If the chosen data type is not configured for Subset Sync, this message appears instead (Fig 1.73)
6. Select or deselect which Subset Sync exports need to be executed on the connected targets, and click `Accept`
7. Proceed with the data export as usual by scheduling it as a background job
   a. A child window appears requiring the entry of a job name for the export; optionally, a job name can also be entered which will be used in the “destination” system (Fig 1.81); however if this field is left blank, the job name used in the “source“ system is leveraged with the concatenation of “AU-SYNC_” at the front of the job name as a way of signifying that this export was executed via Subset Sync (Fig 1.82).
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**Figure 1.8**

![Data Snap screen](image-url)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job</th>
<th>Ln Job Created</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV SYNC TEST #1</td>
<td>SGEORGE</td>
<td>Finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-SYNC_ADV SYNC TEST #1</td>
<td>SGEORGE</td>
<td>Finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subset Sync Exports

The following content contains some miscellaneous but useful details regarding Subset Sync exports.

If the export is submitted in the background, towards the end of the job log the Subset Sync job name and RFC destination will be displayed (Fig. 1.9).

*SUBSET SYNC JOB* **START**
Gold Client Subset Sync Job [AU-SYNC_ADV SYNC TEST #2] submitted to RFCDEST [CR7_800]
... Source system Datatype [CA - BUSINESS PARTNERS]
... will connect to Sync system Datatype [CA - BUSINESS PARTNERS]
TOP_GUID: 519AD8A72EC39F4E1000000CFF836C4
RUN_GUID: 519AD8A72EC39F4E1000000CFF836C4
*SUBSET SYNC JOB* **END**

The Subset Sync job can be checked in the destination system; it will be executed using the same user ID that is defined within the RFC destination (Fig. 2.0).

*SUBSET SYNC JOB* **START**
Gold Client Subset Sync Job [AU-SYNC_ADV SYNC TEST #2] submitted to RFCDEST [CR7_800]
... Source system Datatype [CA - BUSINESS PARTNERS]
... will connect to Sync system Datatype [CA - BUSINESS PARTNERS]
TOP_GUID: 519AD8A72EC39F4E1000000CFF836C4
RUN_GUID: 519AD8A72EC39F4E1000000CFF836C4
*SUBSET SYNC JOB* **END**

If a Subset Sync export cancels in the connected system it’s possible to restart it using Gold Client’s **Resend Subset Sync Job** utility. To make use of this program, do the following:

1. Go to ZGOLD and then select the ‘Configuration’ button
2. Under the Advance Utilities folder, locate the executable named Resend Subset Sync Job and select it (Fig 2.1)
3. On the next screen input the following details
   a. Top GUID
   b. Run GUID
   c. Ensure that the ‘Resend’ button is selected

   **Note:** the Top GUID and Run GUID values can be found within the export job log (Fig 2.2); copy and paste from the log into their respective fields
4. Click the ‘Execute’ button to initiate the process
5. Check the results via t-code SM37 in the connected Source system
Gold Client Setup Utility

Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2

*SUBSET SYNC JOB* START *SUBSET SYNC JOB*
Gold Client Subset Sync Job [8.5 SUBSET SYNC TEST] submitted to RFCDEST [CR7CLN7800]
... Source system Datatype [SD - SALES DOCUMENTS]
... will connect to Sync system Datatype [CRM - SALES HEADER]
TOP_GUID: 0017A4512C901EE59C8C876F0743CB0C
RUN_GUID: 0017A4512C901EE59C8C876F0C248B0C
Security

The security activities within Gold Client authorization object ZGCSCSUGCS specifically relevant to using Subset Sync are as follows:

To select the Subset Sync feature (and thereby activate or inactivate during a data export):

Activity 15: Data Echo: Data Snap: Subset Sync
Activity 48: Data Echo: Export Control: Subset Sync

For maintaining the Subset Sync configuration:

Activity 85: Configuration: Framework: Data Echo: Change Access

Important: this activity provides access to change all config objects, not just those related to Subset Sync
**Support Information**

Qlik Analytics (ISR) Ltd. can be contacted either by telephone or via email. Any support related issue regarding problems with or use of the Gold Client software and process can be reported for resolution.

If our offices are closed, or staff is unable to directly respond to a support request, we will respond within 24 hours of the initial call. Problems related to the export or import processing may require code enhancements. If a code enhancement or fix is required, resolution time may vary.

As per the maintenance agreement, any repairs or enhancements to the Gold Client software will immediately be deployed to all customers up-to-date with their maintenance contract. It is the choice of the customer as to if and when such enhancements are implemented. In addition, customers may request a planning session with Qlik to review changes in the software and how the changes might impact their environment.

We can also be contacted to discuss application or feasibility of using the Gold Client process to resolve a current challenge the project team faces. When this is required, a planning session can be scheduled in advance to ensure proper participation by both Qlik and the client.

Corporate Offices:

QLIK TECHNOLOGIES INC.  
211 South Gulph Road  
Suite 500  
King of Prussia, PA 19406  
United States

Website:  

Contact:  
goldclient.support@qlik.com  
1-877-484-8982 (Toll Free in the USA)